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PART 15: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (E)

ART 16: BACKSTOP (A)

H E

Figure 16

There is a natural tendency for ing the game for several months, games. A player who fails to
beginner to shoot for simple when he finds that he is not sue- score for the greater part of his
res for most of his shots, even ceeding in scoring with as many last-shots may expect to lose
gh the opponent has a scor- of his last-shots as he thinks he most of his games.
disk on the board or a disk should. His thought may go to the In exception to what is said in

ieh threatens to be developed extreme, that "the play for score the first paragraph above, when
a double (as in the fourth on the last-shot is the hardest it is too difficult at the last-shot
of Part 3). shot in the game." to spoil a scoring disk of tile op-

On the contrary, after a little ponent, or when other available
e:lperience the shuffler more oft- Perhaps he expects to score shots are too complicated or ris-

shoots to knock away any too high a percentage of such ky, it is normal to neglect the
- ring or threatening disks of shots. It has been seen in the opponent's disk or other shot, and
- opponent. preceding article that the experts to shoot for a simple score in

been seen in the illus- score about 80 per cent of them. some available part of the board.
~~v~a:xamples in Parts 2 to 5, In any case, this shot is far from For example (see Fig. 16J, it

ch of the play in shuffleboard being ~he hardest in the game, is Red's last-shot. The score is
- used by players in nullifying and faIlures. can be reduced by not critical (score about even,

plays of each other, or in careful shooting. early in the game). Since the
ing plays that are so nulli- black disk F is well protected

- : Because this is true, it oc- When used as the last-shots of by Hand E, Red cannot hit it
in many cases that the ef- half-rounds; the shots for simple directly except by a shot at a

ive scoring of a half-round is scores constitute the most regu- very thin left edge of F. A com-
de by the last-shot of the half- lar and frequent standard score bination shot to knock H ·or E
d, using a shot for simple gainers. A shuffler who reliably against F does not have high

re, after which the opponent can place scoring disks success- probability of success. Red
no further turn. fully for 70 per cent or 80 per should shoot for a simple score

There seems to come a time, cent of his last-shots usually can at X on the open side of the
en the shuffler has been play- count on winning most of his board.

Figure 17

the striking disk C hits the after the hit are less than on a
struck disk full, fast court, so that stopping
that is, direct- against a backstop is easier and
ly on center, it more accurate. On a fast court,
stops at once, on the contrary, accurate back-
with an edging stopping is more difficult be-
forward of per- cause of greater sideward move-
haps one-six- ment, which may occur with a
teenth inch up hit even a small fraction of an
to % inches, Inch off center.
depending
mainly upon This effect is particularly nota-
the force. of the ble in backstopping against a
shot.. See Part disk fairly high in the lO-area,
9, Hits and An- that is, near to the point of the
gles (A), triangle, since even a small side-

ward movement may put the
striking disk on a line.

A disk already on the board,
perhaps in scoring position or
perhaps not, is frequently used
as a backstop to stop the move-
ment of the shooting disk upon
making a full hit or nearly full
hit, and especially to stop the
shooting disk in a scoring area.

A backstop is especially useful
on a court or part of a court
where the shooter is having dif-
ficulty in stopping· at desired
points, as on a very fast court.
It thus adds to the accuracy of
the shot.

o/ \
I C I
\ /'- ,/---
Fig. 18

The same considerations apply
to slow and fast shots. In order
to backstop a disk accurately
against another, a slo oN shot is
surer, whereas a fast shot, if it
hits slightly off center, may
glance too far to the side.

HOW DISK STOPS. Assume
there is a disk F on the board
(Figure 18), and that a player
shoots at it with disk C, intend-
ing to use F as a backstop. When

. A friend has just shown us a
On a slow court the sldew~rd scrapbook in which he is pasting

movement and forward edging all these articles,

13

For example assume that the
shooter has a' good chance on If the hit is slightly to the
an empty court to make an side, the striki.ng disk ~oves_ a
eight. But he has a greater little to the Side and m domg
chance of scoring (see Figure so edges onward some~hat
17) by using E as a backstop more, to. perhaps one-half mch
when he shoots B against it. to three mches or more, depend-

ing upon how far off center the
hit is made and also upon the
force of the shot.



7: BACKSTOP (B)

Thus the shooter has used the
opponent's disk H-l as a back-
stop to score his own disk D,

1n planning to use a backstop,/ ~nd le.ave the shooting disk C
is important that there be suf- m SCOringarea.

ficient space behind the disk
nearer tb~ shoote~), for the ~iSkl But if the disk F extends only
to stop without lying on a lme. about one-half inch in rear of the

line, then the shot is not impos-
sible, but requires more accu-
racy in hitting the exact center
than most shufflers can count on
attaining with reasonable cer-
tainty.

SPACE TO STOP. In Figure 19
let it be assumed that only vari-
ous backstop shots are being
studied. There is insufficient
space for the shooting disk be-
hind disk G without stopping
on a line. On the other hand,
there is clearly enough space to
stop against disk F and not touch
the line.

WHERE BACKSTOP GOES.
In using a backstop, considera-
ation usually must be given the
direction or area where the
struck disk may be driven, es-

In the case of disk H, the Shoot-/peciallY if it might score for or
er probably cannot see well against the shooter.
enough from his end of the court
to judge the distance between the
disk and the line; in which case
he should ask a court official, un-
der Rule G-2, to tell him how
many inches of space lie between
the disk and the crossline.

An example of the use of ai

backstop is shown in Figure 21.
Disk H-l, drawn with a full line,
is tlie only disk on the board ini-
tially and the shooter wishes to
use it as a backstop. He hits it
lightly with disk D, which stops
in the 10-area. Disk H-l is pushed

If, as in Figure 20 a disk FI gently onward to position H-2,
in place overlaps a line and ex- and remains on the center line.
tends an appreciable distance.
1% inches or more, to the rear
of the line, it should be possible
to use that disk as a backstop

PART 18: BACKSTOP (C)

When two of the opponent's is on a line pointing toward an
disks G and H (Figure 22) lie enemy disk H in the kitchen or
abreast with insufficient space toward any disk A at the far
between them for a disk to pass edge of the kitchen, since either
between them, they constitute disk may act as an unfavorable
a double backstop. This is the backstop to stop the shooting disk
most perfect and advantageous in the kitchen in case the latter
form of backstop. The aiming disk happens to over-shoot its
point is exactly between the two target spot X. It is usually bet-
disks. To stop at D, against and ter to select another line along
between them, is a very reliable which to shoot, such as a line
shot. U:> Y.
BACKSTOP AT KITCHEN. A .In a similar way, a friendly

. . disk should not be knocked
backstop disk E .(Flgure 22). 10- toward or against a disk in the
cat~d at the far lme of the. kitch- kitchen or on its far edge, lest
en IS very useful for stopping an it be backstopped there to stay in
enemy disk i.n the kitchen .. It is the kitchen.
not easy to hit an enemy disk so
as to insure that it will hit the An enemy disk G (Figure 23)
backstop, but in many a case an on the near edge of the kitchen
enemy disk F-l being knocked may, however, be utilized as a
away should be directed toward backstop in order that the shoot-
such a backstop in the hope that er may not put his own disk in
the disk may be backstopped in the kitchen; hence aiming a shot
the kitchen, at F-2. for score at or toward such a
On the other hand (Figure 23) backstop is often desirable.

care should be taken to avoid
aiming a shot for simple score HANDLE WITH CARE. Also,
toward a point, such as X, which the enemy disk G on the near

'; 14
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® Figure 19 o

edge of the kitchen may simul-
taneously be put in the kitchen. I ®
Still, such a shot must be aimed
with special care, for there is
danger that, if the hit is not well
centered against the backstop,

E"

but has avoided driving H-l into
scoring position.
A similar shot was discussed in

"Unusual Shuffle Shots" October
20, 1957.

Figure 20

Figure 21

® 0
Figure 22

® 0
Figure 23

e
Figure



ting disk may glance off ger and therefore more necessity The shot must be accurately put both disks into the kitchen:;
- . . for accurate shooting than in the centered, and speed must be such AVOID LEAVING BACKSTOP. '

_ ~l gOd·l~toB t~;. kitchen. shot described above, for one or that the backstop disk will be The shooter should be especially
en Y JS f hlguk~e 24) both of the friendly disks might knocked completely through the careful, in his shot preceding a
near e ge ate itchen stop in the kitchen. In the case kitchen. A gentle hit would be last - shot by the opponent, to

- also be used as a backstop shown, the backstopped disk C dangerous as it might put the avoid leaving him a backstop to
e a 7 with the shooting also will have protection from backstop disk Binto the kitchen. help him score and perhaps to

C. There is even more dan- disk A. A gentle hit at an angle might be knocked into the kitchen.

19: GLANCING HIT

- connection with glancing hits However, occasionally, on a
erminology used by shufflers tricky board, when the shuffler is

standardized, as also ap- uncertain of his ability to stop at
to many other aspects (If a given point, he may use a
. g. This article is con- glancing hit against a disk such
rned with hits in which as E·l (Figure 25) in order to
shooting or striking disk stop his shooting disk 'from go-
res off to one side to go (0 ing too far, and to cause it to
ticular spot or in a particu- glance off to stop in a given area,

direction. as at A.
- e term "roll-over" is often Such a shot may also be par-

to apply to the case of a ticularly useful in attempting a
which glances off to a spot shot for a 10, the area in which
e it is hidden and therefore he has to stop being very small.
ected. This type of shot wi'I Since the hit against Freduces
discussed later in connection the momentum of the shooting
hiding. disk B, it facilitates stopping in

The amount of sideward move- the small area.
t of the shooting disk after If an enemy disk such as G-l
hit is dependent upon the (Figure 26) is less than six inches
. g angle, the speed of the beyond a cross-line and so allows
, and the speed of the court. insufficient space to backstop a
amount of sideward move- disk against it, a glancing hit af-

t is n~t very difficult to con- fords the means of knocking away
when It IS to. be ~a~her small. the enemy disk and also scoring

. the control IS difficult when at the same time, as at C. This
mvolves a movement of several type of shot occurs not infre-

GLANCING HIT USE. When a quently.
yer, at his last-shot, has a ACTION OF STRUCK DISK. In

::-ee shot for score, one in which connection with a glancing hit, in
is not constrained to knock most cases the struck disk is sim-
y another disk. the usual shot, ply driven away from the scoring
described in Part 11, is a diagram, but at times special at-
for simple score. tention must be paid to the cours=

o ® o
Figure 27Figure 25 Figure 26

the disk may take after being hit. into scoring area, as at H-2. Or.
For example, in Figure 27, only alternatively, G-1 might hit Hv l

disks F, G-1 and H·1 are initially on the left side and itself glance
on the board. If disk G-1 is hit .n into scoring area.
order to glance the shooting disk In order to avoid this type of
into the 10-area, there is danger danger, it would be better to play
that, as shown in the diagram, the glancing shot against disk H-1
G-1 may be driven against H-l, in the first place, as for the shot
and then H might be knocked against E-1 in Figure 25.

o
ART 20 ~- KNOCKING AWAY SINGLE DISKS (A)

If the opponent has a disk in en completely outside. or onto a should adjust the force in ac- accuracy. When chances are poor,
ing position or threatening a line, or into. the kitch~n. Al~o it cordance with the distance he is a different shot may be prefer-
ble (as in Part 3, fourth shot), should ,not ~It and spoil a frI~nd- to send the enemy disk. able, depending on the situation.
. '" ly SCOrIng disk, or knock one mto At the same time, in accordance Even against a disk in the open
first consideration IS usually the kitchen or accomplish some with the considerations of Part a glancing hit may be used, for
knock it away, in fact the other harm' th t' di k . .
ter in most cases practical- .. . 17" e opponen s IS. acts. as a various reasons and SItuations.
is com elled to do 5'0 if he SIrr:Ilarly,. what happens to the backstop for the shooting disk. The most common of these cases

p li h . shootmg disk must also be are shots in which it is desired'
reasonably accomp IS It.. planned, whether it is to be left not to leave the shooting disk as

For. a direct shot to do this, in scoring position and where, or ANGLE HIT. Instead of a full a target for the opponent or as
hit may be full or at an whether it stops on a line, hides hit to knock away a disk, an an- a guard in place of a guard be-
e. beyond another disk, glances off gle hit or glancing hit may be ing knocked away, or when it

the board, etc. used. is desired not to leave either
disk on the board, that is, when
the play is to clear the board.WHERE DISKS GO. In making If (Fi.gure 28) the enemy disk

h a shot, what happens to FULL HIT. For a full hit the F to be spoiled is partly hidden
opponent's disk is always a shot is 'aimed at the center of the by another disk E, it cannot be
ideration in planning the opponent's disk. It will send that struck with a full hit, so that a CAN IT BE HIT? Practice and

- t. His disk should not be left disk directly onward, to a dis- glancing hit is necessary. If the experience will show the degree
another favorable scoring po- tance which depends on the force amount of disk exposed is thin, of personal accuracy upon which

. 'on, but should usually be driv- of the blow. so that the shooter. this may require great shooting the shuffler can rely. The ability
o
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:t a partly hidden disk de- shoul? sig~t from the side of his
s upon the amount of the shooting disk past the intermedi-
that can be seen, upon the ate disk. . .
.er's skill and his accuracy For ex.ample, in FIgure 29, he

of the moment, upon the length shou~d sIght. fro~ the right side
of the Shot, and upon the dis- of hIS. shooting disk D, past the
tance that lies between the tar, left side of. the guard disk H,
get disk and the disk that part- (Qwar~the dIS~ he wishes to hit.]
ly hides it. The line of sight (dotted) indio

cates that if the right side of
In .ord~r for the shooter to de- ~he s?ooting disk clears H in pass-

t~rmme if. he ca? shoot past a II~g It, th~ shooti.ng disk cannot
disk to hit a disk beyond, he hit (}, but It can hit F.

PART 21: KNOCKING AWAY SINGLE DISKS(B)

In knocking away a single diSk\?e modified, for example, by aim-
to clear the board, a good aim- mg to strike on the other side of
ing point is usually one edge of the target disk.
the target disk. With the center
of the shooting disk directed at
this aiming point (Part 6,) there
is margin for shooting error, right
or left,

TOURNAMENT EXAMPLE.
Figure 30 shows a situation that
occurred in one of the semifinal
matches of the state Gold Medal
Tournament at Mirror Lake .Club

DISKS AWAY. Also, with a hit March 11, 1954. Janet Smith, the
along this aiming line, most of shooter Red, was playing against
the momentum of the shooting Amy Close, the opponent Black,
disk is communicated to the with the score at 36 to 54, respec-
struck disk to knock it away. So tively. These two outstanding
that for a shot with medium speed shufflers now stand fourth and
or faster, there is little need to second on our All-Time Roll of
be concerned about a possible Champions.
failure of the struck disk being
knocked off the board unless the
shot happens to make a thin· hit
(or a miss! n.

e
Figure 28

Janet had a 7 on the board at
A. And Amy had just played to
snuggle disk F-1 fairly close to

On the other hand less than disk A, hoping that Red would
half of the momentum' usually re- avoi? ~hooting to spoil F-1 or to
mains with the shooting disk, and put It l~ the kitchen on account
there may not be enough to of the risk of knocking it against
carry it off the board. Therefore A and spoiling that red disk. Jan-
special attention must usually be et was about to play the sixth
paid to insuring that there is suf- shot of the half-round.
ficient momentum for the strik-
ing disk to leave the board. If Red's shot were planned to

spoil F-1, it should necessarily be
made at an angle, so that F-1

Hence, in clearing the board a would not be driven against A.
speedy shot is desirable so that (This play is the one that we also'
the shooting disk will have enough usually attempt, but we have a
remaining speed to glance well to pernicious habit of spoiling our
the side even if it hits almost as own disk beyond'>
a full hit.

Again, as part of the action to In this situation, Janet shot
get the shooting disk definitely off (Figure 31) with a perfect angle
the board, it is surer to cause it t? aVOIdhitting A. But, in addi-
to move off toward the nearer side b.on, she knocked F-1 into the
ofthecourt than toward the farther k~tchen at F-2, and her shooting
side. Hence it is well to hit the disk glanced off to the right to
target disk on the outer side score at 8 at C. She had perfect
(toward the nearer cide of the results as to the directions and
court) destinations of both disks.

~ Clof!e
Opponent

54

Smith 0
Shooter

36

If, as mentioned in Part 20, ei-\ Gain for the shot: 26 points
ther disk is liable to do some (spoiled enemy 8, also gave op-
harm, the plan of shooting should ponent 10-off, and made 8 at Cl.

Figure 30
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Figure 29

@ Close

Figure 31



T 22: GUARDING (A)

H

ART 23: GUARDING (B)

th0

o
Figure 32

- one of the shooter's disks
• as B-1, B-3 or B-4 (Figures
33 or 34) lies in an advan-
us scoring position, the
play is to protect or cover

y a guarding disk or guard,
as C-1, C-2, C-3 or C-4. Pro-
d scoring disks constitute
of the best means of winning.
e guard should, as shown, be

placed as to interpose between
opponent and the disk to be
cted, and thus prevent the
nent from knocking away the
. g disk.
ISTANCE APART. It is neces-

that the guard disk be
- d at a reasonable distance

the disk to be protected,
er too close nor too far.
the two disks (scoring disk
guard disk) are so close to-
er as to be in contact with
other, or nearly ~() (as B-1
C-1 in Figure 32), the oppon-
at his next shot will simply
k the guarding disk C-1

~st the scoring disk B-1 and
. the latter. <It is asswned
C-2is not on the board.) On the other hand (Figure ~3), tected, there is almost always In general, it may be said that

Somewhat similarly, if the if the. guard C-3 is too far fro~ enough of the disk that can be the best distance for protection is
d disk is at C-2 (Fieure 32) the disk B-3 to be protected, It seen from one or the other side about five to seven feet, with six
ead of at C-1 and is only will be possible for the opponent of the opponent's starting area feet stated as a good standard
t three feet from the disk to shoot from one side 0:- the to constitute a suitable target. distance, as shown in Figure 34.

- 1 to be protected, there is some other of his s~rtin? area past ~he The effective protection given by In estimating distances, it is
teetion, but the ooponent hRSguard and still hit the scoring a guard varies with the skill of well to remember that the vari-
.derable chance to knock the disk B-3. In fact, if the guard the opponent in shooting past it ous successive lines or points on
ding disk C-2 azainst the disk is as much as eight or nine Or in knocking it at the disk be. the court ar~ three feet apart as
fig disk B-1 and spoil it. feet from the disk to be pro- yond. marked on FIgure 34.

A guard disk D, in order to be GOOD AIMING POINT. He On the other hand, if the disk
erly . located. to protect a should normally aim his disk D D must be closer to C at four
ring disk C (Figure 35), should t . t P (F' 3) b t· '.

11 b t d d· tl a porn igure 5, a ou one feet distance as when protectingaye s oppe . tree y om. h tsid th d f di k C 'li KC . f th inc ou Sl e e e ge 0 IS a disk deep in the 10-area thenme runnmg rom . e to be protected, and on the side ... '
er of the opponent's starting f hi id f th the airmng pomt should be at. away rom IS own Sl e 0 e . .

zrea to the disk to be. protected. court (in this case to the left of the edge of. disk C. And in case
l.D order to r~ach this spot, th.e C). He is thus shooting on a diag- the guard D must be placed at
ter would. like very much, If onal line that crosses the oppon- only two feet from C, the aim-
were perrm~ted, to sho~t from ent's probable line of aim. ing point is Ph inches from the
center ~f hIS opponent s. start- Then when disk D stops at six ent f C that is half - way
area directly at the disk to f t f C't '11b . t cen er c, , ..
t t d Th h th ee rom I '.•••1 '. e at a pom from the center to the edge of thepro ec e. en, w erever e D directly on the Iine from the di
~ere to stop, it would be center of the opponent's starting isk

- •t m tth~ twatYCof the oppon- ~rea to the center of disk C. This In all of these cases the aim-
s nex s 0 a . IS the standard case. ., .. .
course this is not permitted, If, as occasionally happens, it mg point IS still on the. S10P.away

the shooter should do the next is desired to place the guard D from the shooter's Side of the
thing and shoot from the at about eight feet from the disk court.

e of his starting ar~a closest C, then the aiming point is about
the opponent's starting area, two or three inches (instead of
is, always from the inner one inch) outside the edge of

ize of his own starting area. disk C.

o

.
~

Figure 33

SIGHT AS OPPONENT DOES.
An alternate method of determ-
ining where to place a guard

o
Figure 34

I
I

\it)
1\
I Figure 35:
I
I

Qg It 0
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line (shown dotted) from the cen- Score for the half-round; Red 0,
ter of the opponent's starting Black 8.
area to the disk. Resulting overall score: Red
Red was to play the seventh 69, Black 75; and Black had

GUARD BADLY PLACED. In shot of the half-round, which of won the game.
a tournament game the score course was to be followed by the
was: Red 69, Black 67. Thus eith- last-shot, to be played by Black.
er player could ~ave. won the Red shot to protect his disk C,
game with one scormg disk, but his aim was poor and his
Red had a disk in the 8-area at shooting disk stopped at D, leav-

e (Figure 38), and if the disk ing e unprotected (Figure 39).
were maintained on the board it Black then had a clear shot at
had strong chances of winning e,and played it. He knocked
the game for Red. Accordingly his away e, and backstopped his own
proper play was to protect it by disk H against it to score an 8.
a guard, preferably placed at X, Gain for Red's shot: Disaster.
about six feet from e and on a Gain for Black's shot: 16 points.

~. -; to step over to the o~p at the disk c, placing himself
_____'s side of the court and usually behind the middle of the
~ to see bow the oppone opponent's starting area.
might shoot to knock away the If there are other disks on the
disk C to be protected. The shoot- board, this method of sighting
er would sight along the line Ke from the opponent's side is espe-

PART 24: GUARDING (C)

Even though a guard disk D as to the angles that he can use
(Figure 36) is well placed direct- and therefore as to the angle
ly on the line of sight (dotted) shots he may desire to make,
from the center of the opponent's involving such results as glancing
starting area and six feet from off or rolling over into scoring
the protected disk C, it is pos- area.
sible for an extremely accurate Again, the exposed portion of
player to shoot past D and hit the partially protected disk e
an edge of e. Or he might shoot may be such as to make it high-
to knock D against e by a com- 'y probable that the opponent's
bination shot, which succeeds shooting disk, after hitting it. will
about one time in three when ~laDce off into the kitchen.
the disks are about six feet apart. Also there is the possibility that
Thus perfect protection is not :he opponent's shot rray not be

possible with a single guard disk, itraight to his aiming point, but
although a considerable degree of -nay diverge and hit the guard-
protection is afforded, which is ing disk D, and thus be ineffective.
often reasonably adequate. Finally, even though it may

happen that the guard disk D is
placed so much to the side that

PARTIAL PROTECTION. It of- :he scoring disk e can be just
ten occurs that the guard D is fully seen, still the closeness of
not exactly on the line desired,he guard disk D to the shooting
but is an inch or two to one side. line of the opponent restricts the
In such cases the opponent can 'atters freedom of shooting and
more readily hit the protected may even lead to his shot hitting
disk. he guard disk D instead of the
However, there is still partial target e.

protection, which may turn out In general, therefore, partial
to be sufficient for the purpose protection is advantageous even
in view. Although the opponent .hough it is not complete.
can hit the partially protected
disk, he may be able to hit it COVERING A 10. When the
only with an angle hit, not with shooter has a disk A in the lO-
a full hit. Hence he will be un- area (Figure 37), that disk is hard
able to use the disk e as a back- to protect. There is not enough
stop for his shooting disk. room between the disk A and
Furthermore, he is restricted the deadline KK to place a guard

PART 25: GUARDING (D)

A failure to place a guard ef-
fectively is usually costly, and oc
casionally may be decisive.

\\ 78
1

pect to end the frame with
sentially the same score as
opponent, that is, 8 to 8, or 8 to-
Instead, however, he mistak

ly shoots for an additional scot
on the open right· side of t

BIRD IN HAND. Ope of the er- board.
rors of judgment frequently seen. If the shooter were sure of m
is an attempt to obtain an addi- ing this shot, it might occasion
tional score instead of protecting ly give him an advantage. A
one lying already on the board. there are exceptional circu
For example, in Figure 40 stances when it should be play

there is a disk A lying on the in about this way.
board. It is now the shooter Red's But even if the shooter we
seventh shot. As shown above, he certain of stopping in scori
should protect disk A. If this i,-; area, as at X or Z, the opponet
done reasonably well, he can ex- would be reasonably certain t

cially useful, and in such case
the shooter should also usually
sight from one or both edges of
the opponent's starting area,
as applicable.
In sighting as above, the shoot-

D0

® o
Figure 36

and still have it at sufficient dis-
tance from A so as not to be
knocked rather readily against A.
And in addition it is very hard

to place the guard disk accurate-
ly within that restricted space.
It happens not infrequently that

er picks the spot where he wan-
to place the guard disk, usua
about six feet from the disk •
be protected, then goes over
his own side and shoots for tha
spot.

B "",,~
···· KK

® o
Figure 37

the prospective guard disk is s
short of the deadline and m
be removed. Or the disk may
too far and either hit the disk
or stop within a few inches of
Of course the shot requires S(lf.

cial attention to accuracy.

,
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with es-
as his

r 8 to 7.
istaken-
I scare
of the

of rnak-
sional-
e. And
circum-
played

spoil one of the disks, leaving no kit.chen. The opponent's chances
gain for the shooter, and he of gaining have been actually im- ,
ould often spoil both disks, or proved by the shooter.

succeed in a kitchen shot, with Again let it be said: Protect
no gain or even greater loss to the scoring disk. A bird in the
the shooter than if he had mere- hand is worth two in the bush.
Iy protecte~ his scoring disk. REPLACE GUARD. In gener-
And: again, what so ofte~ hac- al when a scoring disk has been

pens IS that the shot falls to protected by a guard disk and
make any score, stopping at V, if the opponent then knocks 'away
W or Y, whereupon ~he opponent the guard disk, the shooter should
hoots to score against A as a promptly place another guard in
hackstop and also to put A in the its place,

and spoil C-l is forced upon the
opponent by the fact that C-l is
a scoring disk.
Whereas if C is played a little

~horter, to C-2, th.en the opponent Figure 38 Figure 39 Figure 40
IS not forced to hit C-2 smce It IS

on a line. AlSO since C-2 is ~ little Occur when the opponent is an to succeed in an average of only
father from E, the combination expert and appears to be out- about one time in three tries at
shot is harder to make. standing at playing combination combination shots at six feet
The farther C is from E (as at shots, and when the situation ap- distance.

~-3), the harder _is t~e. combina- pears to favor h.is knockin.g the In general, it is to be repeated
tion, but the easier It IS for the possible guard ~lIsk C ~gamst a that in most cases the most suit-
o~ponent to .shoot past the guard deeply-placed kitchen disk E. able action is to cover the kitchen
disk C and hit E. But even the experts are found disk with a guard.
DEPTH IN KITCHEN. Again,

if the disk E lies deeo in :he
kitchen, as shown, and i-f the op- PART 27: GUARDING (F)
ponent shoots to knock away E,
there are some chances that the
opponent's shooting disk may
stick in the kitchen in case the
hit is full or nearly so.
So, if the disk is deep and the

opponent is one who has difficulty
in clearing the kitchen and tends
to stick there, it may occasionally
be a good idea to leave the way
open for him to do so if there
happens to be a good play else-
where on the board instead of
the play to guard the kitchen
disk.
This also tends to prevent the

opponent from knocking the guard
disk C against E and causing the
1iltLer to stick there in the
kitchen.
On the other hand, if the kit-

chen disk is close to the near
edge of the kitchen, there is little
danger that the opponent may hit
and leave the guard disk C in
the kitchen by driving it against SUPPLEMENTING GUARD.
. disk E as a· backstop. There is When a guard A (Figure 42) is
also less probability that the op- considered insufficiently effec-
ponent may himself stick there live to protect a scoring disk B,
in a direct hit against the kitchen the shooter should supplement it
disk. There is therefore more in order to increase the protec-
need to cover the kitchen disk tion.
with a guard. In order to determine how to

supplement the existing guard,
the shooter should sight from one
or both sides of the opponent's
starting area, to see how the lat-
ter will probably shoot. In this
case (Figure 42), it appears that
he will almost certainly shoot

PART 26: GUARDING (~)

When the opponent has a disk
E in the kitchen (Figure 41), the
shooter should usually cover it by
a guard C, in order to prevent
the opponent from knocking his
own disk out of the kitchen.
KEEP IN KITCHEN. In the

diagram, three possible positions,
C-l, C-2 and C-3, are shown for
disk C.
If the guard is placed at C-1

in this situation, about six feet
from E, usually the best distance
for protecting a disk, it is almost
certain that the opponent will at-
tempt a combination shot. This
is true because the shot to hit

o
Figure 41

COVER IT. It is recognized that
although this general procedure
of covering the opponent's kit-
chen disk is normal, there are
occasions when it is not followed
by experts. Such a variation may

x

o

If a guard to protect a disk B from the right side of his start-
<Figure 42) consists of only a ing area, as indicated by the line
single disk A, it may be good of sight (dotted), and will try to
protection, but it cannot be con- hit the right side of the partly-
sidere.j perfect protection, as hidden disk.
mentioned in Part 24. Depend-
ing upon the positions of the
disks, the opponent may be able
to spoil the protected disk B by
a direct hit, even if only a very
thin hit, or he may be able to
spoil it by a combination.
Also, if his play is a shot for

a combination to drive the guard
disk A against the hidden disk
B, he has the expectation that
in case he does not succeed in
spoiling B he may at least knock
away A, and that when Red re-
places it with another guard, the
guard may be less effectual.

Figure 42
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Accordingly the shooter should
olacs another disk at about C
(Figure 43) to block the oppon-
~nt's best shot. It should be so
placed that the opponent cannot
shoot between A and C.
If the opponent then shoots to

knock away both A and C, he 'llsks. The shooter can
ma:( accomplish this play ratner again .sight to see howIhis
easily with a shot aimed between den disk B may be vulner
them, but he is likely to leave to the. opponent's play, and
his shooting disk at the point X may again place a supplem
where it hits the two guarding ary disk to reinforce the g

~'"C1 !-.!J .. . ., . .
D
(.)

\
Red0® 0 e 0 Q9 0) @Black

Schneider Close
60 68

Figure 44 Figure 45 FIgure 46 Figure 47
Figure 43

Protection which is nearly per-
fect (Figure 44) consists of two
or more guarding disks B-1 and
C-l which are almost but not
quite in line with the disk A-I
being protected, in other words
in a zigzag.

GUARD TOO FAR. In Figure
Their spread from left to right 46, with only A-3 and B-3 on the

should be wide enough so that board initially, the guard disk
the opponent cannot hit the pro- B-3 is too far from A-3 to pro-
tected disk A-I by shooting at it teet it well. The opponent can
directly from either side. shoot past B-3 on one side or the
In addition, the middle disk B-1 other to hit A-3.

prevents the near disk C-1 from In this case an especially good
being driven against the scoring shot is to place the supplement-
disk A-I to knock it away. And ary disk C-3 between 'the two
at the same time the near disk disks on the board and, as above,
C-1 covers the middle disk B-1 not quite in line.
so that the opponent cannot hit
the latter full enough to drive it
against the scoring disk A-I.

away from the scoring disk. In
effect this protects the existing
guard B-2. The three disks C-2,
B-2 and A-2 should, as discussed
above, be almost but not exact-
ly in line.

In supplementing the guard B-3,
if the disk C-3 can also be placed
in scoring area, as shown, the
advantage is thereby increased.
If the opponent knocks away

one of the guarding disks, anoth-
er usually should be put in its
place.
INSURING VICTORY. In the

Yuletide Tournament, at Mirror
Lake Club, st. Petersburg, Dec.
30, 1954, there was a long and
hard-contested match between

ity that she might be able
knock E or G against B to s
the latter and save the ga
perhaps even to make a sc
in addition. In any case her
uation was desperate; she
forced to attempt any shot t
might save the game.

Close studied the case care
ly. She desired to place. a di
D so as to reinforce the gu
and prevent an effective combi
tion shot with either E or

Amy Close, (the shooter Red), against B. However this shot
fi~Te times Fl?rida State. Cham-place D had the d~nger that
pl~n, and Shirley Schneider, a might hit E or G and move
skillful shuffler, the opponent aside, thus ruining the guard
Black. opening the way for the opp:
Near the end of the third and ent to shoot directly at B, as

decisive game the score was 68 often occurs.
to 60, respectively, and the sit- Amy Close shot with the gr
uation was as shown in Figure est care, a very delicate shot.
47 except that disk D was. not placed ~er disk D perfectly, t
on the board. preventmg the opponent fro
At Close's seventh shot of the spoiling B. Close thus won

half-round she had a scoring disk game and the match.
B in the 7-area, which was enough It is interesting to note
to win the game, and this disk earlier in the same Close-Sch
was protected by a double guard der game, a failure by one of
composed of disks E and G players to place a disk accur
Schneider had shown herself ly to supplement a guard re

very skillful at playing combina- ed in the opponent making
tions, and there was a possibil- gain of 41 points in two sh

PART 28: GUARDING (G)

In this case, special attention
is needed to insure that the in-
termediate disk C-3 is so placed
that it is covered in part by the

GUARD TOO CLOSE. In figure near disk B-3. If it is off to the
45 only the scoring disk A-2 and side and close to A-3, as at X,
the guard disk B-2 (full-line cir- so that the opponent can drive
cles l are on the board initially. it against A-3, it may actually
However, the guard disk B-2 is help the opponent to spoil A-3
too close to A-2 and can be driv- instead of hindering him. This is
en against it without great dif- often called "putting a handle on
Iiculty, In this case the guard it." There is a strong tendency
should be supplemented by an ad- to do this in shooting, which must
ditional disk C-2 placed farther be watched against.
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ART 29: GUARDING (H)

Guard to prevent a kitchen shot
(treated later in the series!

After some experience, the Guard to protect a friendly scor-
uffler can usually foresee .he ing disk and prevent ,a,n op-
ot that his opponent will play ponent's shot from spoiling It.
xt. In many cases it will be This is most com~on, Ex- Filling-in to prevent the oppo-
sible and desirable to prevent amples are shown m Parts nent from hiding beyond

~ from making that shot by 3, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 and many' disks on the board (later in
_ acing a preventive guard in later cases, the series),
, way,

PREVENTIVE PLAY. Here is
e case, shown in Figure 48.

Four disks lie on the board, A,
S, F and C, covering most of
e board near the point of the
iangle. It is now the seventh

shot of the half-round and the
shooter Red, on the right, is to
play it.
After a brief glance at the

board, it is very clear that if
the situation is unchanged when
.Black makes his next shot, he
will attempt to make a score on
the left side of the board by
shooting through the gap between
disks A and B.
A suitable play for Red would

therefore be to plug that gap by
putting a disk there, thus prae-
ically prohibiting the opponent
from scoring at all.
MANY CASES. There are many

C2SSS in which such a preven-
ive play may well be made, and
they cannot all be covered her!'.
However, some of them may be
mentior.ed, as follows:
Guard to prevent a scoring shot

by the opponent, including
the above and rrrmy other
cases.

PART 30: GUARDING (I)

Figure 48 o

Guard to prevent doubling by the
opponent (Part 4, and la-
ter),

Guard to prevent a combination
(later) ,

Guard to prevent a carom (la-
ter).

o o
Figure 50

Instead of first placing a scor- CROSS-GUARD. The standard be later hidden beyond it, in within quite a large area, as
ing disk and then a guarding disk shot is the cross-guard, as A in scoring position on the opponent's shown shaded in the diagram
o protect it, the ordinary pro- Figure 49, which is played across side of the court, for an 8 at . . '
cedure, especially at the start of the court to the opponent's side, about B-1 of a 7 at about B-2. FIgure 50, and still be reason-
a half-round, is first to place the about halfway between the point ably effective ' . . It is most
guard and thereafter to hide the of the scoring triangle and the effective at the darker middle of
scoring disk beyond it, This pro- outer side of the court. Such a LARGE SUITABLE AREA. In the shaded area, and less effec-
cedure of placing a preparatory guard is also called a "cross- general, the cross-guard is very
guard is used at the start of pilot." . advantageous for the shooter to tive toward the more lightly
about 80 per cent of half-rounds, use in hiding. shaded edges. Shooting for this
or frames, of actual play. This location. allows a disk to A cross-guard may be placed area is not difficult.

PART 31: GUARDING (J)

Figure 49

With further reference to thl0US spots around the rim of this ure 51, on or close to the dean- ponent will often be able to shoot
placing of the cross-guard, al- area and the disadvantages in- line KK, it will not usually have past it to spoil that disk. But it
though there is a large area tha cur red in placing disks there. the best effectiveness in cov.er- will still furnish some protection,
is more or less suitable for such ing the later scoring disk, since while the shot to hide beyond it
a guard, as shown in Figure 50, VARIOUS SPOTS. If the cross- it must be far from the disk to will be easier to make because
it will be well to consider vari-l guard is placed at S or T, Fig- be placed beyond it, and the op- there is less probability of hitting
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e guard disk in passing. discussed later. Alternative-
If the guard disk happens to ly, the s.hooter may supplement

stop astride the deadline, as at It by a disk at V to form a strong
S, and the opponent then is able guard V-Yo
to k?ock. it .away so that his If the guard disk is placed too
shooting disk IS stopped short of near the edge of the court F>
the deadline KK and must be U. . '. sd <R I D 16) thi at, It protects little or nothing
remove u e - , IS IS USII- of the scoring triangle, and is of
ally an advantage for the oppo- little val e H . tht b hi di k d u. owever, as In e
nen '. ecause IS IS oes not preceding case it may be sup-
r~maIn ther~ for the shooter to plemented by 'a disk at V to
hide beyond It later. form a strong guard U-V.
One of the errors in shooting

to place a cross-guard is to stop
short of the deadline, as at R, .AIJ:?ING OPPONE~T_ If the
and thereby necessitate the re- ~lIsk IS spotted practIc~lIy touch-
moval of the shooting disk from ing the point of the triangle, as
the board. at X, it will definitely favor the

opponent, becoming a Tampa
If the guard ~appens to stop guard for him (See Part 33 later)

too deep a.t t?e side of ~he boa~t.l, and allowing the opponent' to hid~
as at Y, It IS rather ineffective beyond it by shooting down the
as a guard. For any later at- side of the c rt t Z
tempt of the shooter to hide be- ou - 0 .
yond it there is only a very lim- Finally, if the disk is three or
ited area for hiding, and the four inches from the point of the
nearness of the kitchen involves triangle, as at W, the opponent
danger. Accordingly the oppo- can still shoot to hide along the
nent will usually ignore a disk outer side of the court to near
at Y. Z. Of course the shooter can also

later shoot past W on the right
LAST-RESORT USE. However, side to hide beyond it if he gets

a disk at Y may still have some a chance to try. But the oppo-
usefulness in a last-resort play nent has the first chance to hide,
toward the end of the frame, as so it favors him.

PART 32: GUARDING (K)

In the preceding article it was
mentioned that when a cross-
guard has been placed too close
to the center of the court the op-
ponent may shoot past it along
the outer side- of the court. Even
when the cross-guard disk A
(Figure 52) is at its normal po-
sition, about halfway between the
point of the triangle and the side
of the court, a shot by the op-
ponent is still possible to E, al-
though difficult. This play is
sometimes said to be "down sui-
cide alley."

ADJUST CROSS-GUARD. If it
appears\ that the opponent is good
at such shots, the guard should
be placed a little nearer to the
edge of the court, as at X.

If, on the other hand, it de- half-round to be a cross-guard.
velops that the opponent is weak In case the opponent knocks away
at hiding alonz the outer edge this guard, as often occurs, and
of the court, 0; for some reason if there is no strong reason for
does not attempt such shots, or if a different stat, then this shot
the court is so slow along t.he for a cross-guard should usually
sides (as frequently is the case) be repeated on the shooter's next
as to make such shots imprac- turn, and similarly for his third
ticable, then the shooter can well turn of the half-round, as dem-
place his guards a little nearer onstrated in Part 5. However, it
to the middle of the court, as would obviously be seless to
<;ItY. place a cross-guard at the sev-
In this case also, the position enth shot of the half-round.

of the guard may advantageously If the player who shoots first
be somewhat nearer to the dead- for a half-round fails to place a
line, as at Z, where it allows good cross-guard or to accomp-
more room for passing and leaves Iish an effective shot requiring
more of the 8-area available for the attention of his opponent,
hiding. then the latter may well ignore
As previously mentioned, it is the first play and place a cross-

usually best for the first shot of a guard of his own for use in hid-

PART 33: GUARDING (ll

The Tampa guard or "Tampa TAMPA GUARD. The shooter
pilot" is another type of prepar- Red places the Tampa guard at
atory guard beyond which it is A (Figure 53) on his own side
proposed to hide a scoring disk. of the board, adjacent to the
It is similarly suitable for the point of the triangle, and with
first shot of a half-round, and for the edge of the disk just touching
later replacements. the point or about an inch or two

A
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Figure 51 I Figure 52

ing, and if it is knocked away
the next shot he should usua
replace it promptly. Here ag
it obviously would be useless
place a cross-guard. at the si
or eighth shot of the half-ro

OPPONENT'S DISK STIC
Thus, as shown above, whenev
the shooter places cross-sua
and the opponent regularly kno
them away, the shooter may v«
continue to place cross-guards.
is to be expected that eventua
one of the opponent's shots
strike a cross-guard with a
hit and stick in place, appropt
ately located as a guard lnst
of the guard knocked aw
Thereupon the shooter can hi
a disk beyond it.

from the point. He hopes with a point by going to the middle
later shot to hide a scoring disk the opponent's starting area
beyond it in the 8-area or 7-area sighting over disk A (dotted IL
on his own side, as at W or X. toward W or X. A disk placed
If a disk is to be hidden beyond such a spot will be hidden fr

A, the shooter Red can note the the opponent, hence the Tam
hidden area and select his aiming. guard furnishes protection for
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